Abstract. This paper numerically simulated the propagation of different sound sources in inhomogeneous media through solving linearized Euler equations (LEE). In space, dispersion-relation-preserving (DRP) scheme and compact difference scheme of high-order accuracy were used for dispersion. In time, Runge-Kutta (Low Dispersion and Dissipation Runge-Kutta) method with low-dispersion and low-dissipation was applied to push ahead. Nonreflecting boundary condition was adopted at the far-field boundary. In the meanwhile, numerical filtering was conducted for numerically computational results. The scattering of Gaussian pulse source around a cylinder was taken as a verification example. Numerical simulation results were compared with theoretical solutions to verify the correctness of numerical simulation method of aerodynamic noises in this paper. Numerical simulation was conducted for the sound propagation of monopole sound source in the shear layer and the sound propagation of different modes of sound sources in and out the tailpipe nozzle of engines. Numerical simulation results showed: The treatment for dispersion schemes and boundary conditions in this paper could well simulate the propagation process of aerodynamic noises in the shear layer; the shear flow would have an impact on the amplitude and propagation direction of aerodynamic noises in the flow field; for different modes of pipe sound sources, the shear layer would cause different refraction effects; the direction of sound radiation was rather centralized for the single pipe mode and dispersive for the multi-pipe mode. In addition, the dispersive-ness of sound radiation became stronger and stronger with the increased pipe modes. Namely, the directivity of sound presented to be a petal. The shear layer would reduce the dispersion effect of multi-pipe modes in the direction of sound radiation.
Introduction
The method of computational aero-acoustics belongs to a numerical prediction method. This method mainly pays attention to unsteady flow mechanism, determination of sound sources, interaction between sound and flow and so on, and uses equations like N-S and Euler equations related to original parameter or equations of perturbation form [1] [2] [3] .
In the theoretical research of computational aero-acoustics, some computational methods have been published at present. Lighthill divided these methods into two types. One type is direct simulation. Namely, some specially treated CFD methods are used for simulation in a large area including sound source area and far-field area. Direct simulation contains direct numerical simulation (DNS), large eddy simulation (LES) and time average simulation of N-S equation. Through simulation, the generation of sound source and the radiation of sound field are computed simultaneously. However, direct simulation will cost a lot as sound and flow fields are different in scale and energy level and acoustic perturbation is much smaller than aerodynamic perturbation. Therefore, partition matching numerical method is adopted in general. In most cases, the use of linearized Euler equations in the far field can save memory and reduce computational amount. In addition, direct simulation also calls for accurate artificial boundary condition to reduce sound reflection [4] . The other type is acoustic analogy. For example, Lighthill acoustic analogy adopted CFD method to estimate the strength and distribution of sound source. Then, quantity related to sound was transmitted to the far field and controlled by wave equation and the impact of flow on sound wave could be neglected. To take advantage of acoustic analogy, some typical assumptions have to be made. For example, suppose that sound source can be described by incompressible flow field. The demand for Green function also has a limitation. Namely, the method can only be used for simple geometrical areas. In recent years, some developed methods still belong to the above two types. As a result, it is very necessary to combine with the research subject, propose new methods, reduce computational amount and improve computational speed [5, 6] .
With the rapid development of computer technology, numerical simulation method relying on computers can solve the above problem. Numerical simulation is able to process models with arbitrary shapes and obtain rich computational results including flow and sound fields. In addition, the position of observation points is free from restriction. The whole computational process is not time-consuming. In the meanwhile, numerical simulation has a great advantage in predicting the aerodynamic noise of components of engine body. However, it is extremely difficult to predict the aerodynamic noise of the whole engine for the reason of computational amount [7] .
The numerical simulation of aero-acoustics mainly contains two kinds of methods. One is frequency-domain method. For example, software like SYSNOISE, ACTRAN and LMS adopts the acoustic finite element method to solve wave equations in the frequency domain in order to realize the computation of sound propagation. The other method is time-domain method. In other words, compressible unsteady governing equation is adopted to describe sound propagation. When the main influence factor of sound propagation is structural boundary, it is rather appropriate to adopt the frequency-domain method mainly because frequency-domain method can process boundary conditions very conveniently. When the main influence factor of sound propagation is flow field, it is rather appropriate to adopt the time-domain method and the frequency-domain method is usually helpless in this case. For example, there is the problem of computing the strong wake flow noise of engine in the shear layer. This paper numerically simulated the wake flow noise of engine with strong shear flow. Numerical simulation used the time-domain method for solution. The main reason why traditional CFD methods could not be applied to the computation of sound propagation in the time domain was that governing equations and dispersion schemes failed to satisfy the requirements of acoustic computation. Therefore, the time-domain computation of sound propagation called for new governing equations and high-order schemes. In the computation of sound propagation, governing equations which were frequently used mainly contained linearized Euler equations (LEE) and acoustic perturbation equation (APE). This paper adopted LEE to solve the time domain of noise propagation.
LEE of computational aero-acoustics
It could be assumed that density fluctuation ′ ⁄ was very small in acoustic phenomenon and the magnitude ( ′ ) ⁄ of pulsating quantity ′ of fluid velocity related to wave propagation was also very small. Through analysis, it showed that the basic equations of fluid motion could be linearized to describe the motion of sound wave. Acoustics paid attention to the propagation of sound wave with small viscidity and heat conduction in the air while computational aero-acoustics mainly discussed small perturbations in the air. The spatial gradient of such small perturbations would not be more than that of flow perturbations. Therefore, the process of fluid motion could be obtained through solving Euler equation. As a result, the sound field could be solved through solving linearized Euler equations [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Non-viscous Euler equations were expressed as follows:
wherein, was density; was velocity; was pressure; represented internal energy; was specific heat ratio; was computational time. = + ′ , = + ′ , = + ′ was substituted into Euler equations and unfolded. After high-order small quantity was neglected, linearized Euler equations in the inhomogeneous field could be obtained:
Below was the conservation form:
wherein, ′ was density fluctuation; ′ referred to velocity fluctuation in the direction; ′ represented velocity fluctuation in the direction; ′ was pressure fluctuation; was average density; was average velocity in the direction; was average velocity in the direction; was average pressure; was a variable; and were a flux; was an interaction term containing the gradient effect of mean flow; was an unsteady sound source term in the flow field.
Numerical solution of linearized Euler equations

Spatial dispersion
High-precision DRP scheme and central-type compact difference scheme were mainly adopted to conduct spatial dispersion for governing equations.
DRP scheme
This scheme was used for dispersion in the case of solving the partial derivative of fluxes. The dispersion relation between difference equations and differential equations was inevitably different. Therefore, the so-called maintenance of dispersion relation was just maintained within corresponding range. In general, discrete equations were transformed and converted to wave number or frequency-domain space. Dispersion coefficient was optimized and selected to keep the dispersion relation between difference equations and differential equations synchronous within certain range [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
This paper adopted seven-point four-order DRP scheme. Below was seven-point DRP derivative template: DRP derivative template was at the center. Δ was grid spacing:
DRP derivative template at the boundary:
High-precision and central-type compact difference scheme
This scheme could be used for dispersion in the case of solving Jacobian determinants and coordinate transformation. The high-order compact difference scheme of three diagonals could be written as follows:
wherein, ′ referred to the space first-order differential of function ; Δ and were grid spacing and grid number; , , , was an undetermined coefficient. These coefficients could be determined by spontaneous Taylor expansion on both sides of the equation. However, the precision of Taylor expansion could only guarantee the convergence rate of numerical solution to exact solution and could not ensure higher computational accuracy. Then, it was transformed to wave number space for analysis through Fourier transform. Fourier transformed was conducted to the above equation to obtain the following equation:
wherein, = √−1, was wave number; , , , referred to a coefficient; = Δ , it was called as quantized wave number with value range [0, ] . The above equation could be transformed into:
wherein, was the actual quantized wave number of difference scheme. The deviation between actual quantized wave number and exact quantized wave number was the main reason for numerical dispersion. Therefore, should be fully close to in order to make difference equations maintain good dispersion relation as much as possible. This paper adopted central-type compact difference scheme with six-order precision:
Time dispersion
Time dispersion scheme adopted Runge-Kutta method with four-order precision. Below was specific dispersion scheme:
wherein, Δ referred to time step; stood for function about ; represented the value at the moment of ; ( ) was the value at the moment of + 1.
Treatment of boundary conditions
Far-field boundary conditions
This paper adopted the method of implicit attenuation and artificial convention term to conduct nonreflecting treatment for the boundary. This method was raised by Freund. Artificial viscosity and extra convection term were added to governing equations. Additional convection term only worked in buffer zone, which caused wave in buffer zone to quickly flow to the external boundary. Any reflection waves would slow down under the action of such convection and be greatly retarded [18] [19] [20] [21] . Below was the specific correction method:
wherein, ( ) referred to increased non-dimensional convection velocity; , stood for the maximum convection velocity at the external boundary of buffer zone; was the distance from the boundary of computational domain; meant the thickness of buffer zone; was similar to shape functions; governing equation in buffer zone was transformed into:
It could be obviously seen from Fig. 1 that sound wave decreased to zero in the propagation process from the external boundary of computational domain to the external boundary of buffer layer in the case of computation with buffer zone. Sound wave was absorbed due to the existence of buffer zone at the boundary and nonreflecting boundary condition was realized. In the case of computation without buffer zone, it could be obviously seen that the computational domain had produced numerical pseudo wave reflected from the boundary. Therefore, the boundary of buffer zone should be considered in numerical computation. Otherwise, the accuracy of computational results could be not ensured. 
Wall boundary conditions
For wall boundary condition, non-penetration boundary condition was adopted because acoustic perturbation did not take into account the impact of viscidity on sound propagation under normal circumstances.
Numerical filtering
In the previous process of difference dispersion, the dispersion relation between difference equations and differential equation was kept consistent within certain range through optimizing and selecting the coefficient of dispersion of difference scheme. However, the numerical dispersion of difference scheme would still bring numerical wave, namely numerical oscillation whose fluctuation velocity was different from real physical fluctuation velocity as a matter of fact. Numerical oscillation usually existed at the bonding points of computational boundary and many areas. It would have an impact on numerical precision and even stability [22] [23] [24] . Therefore, numerical oscillation had to be eliminated in whatever ways if it appeared in numerical computation [25] [26] [27] [28] .
The most common way to eliminate numerical oscillation is numerical filtering. In general, the order number of numerical filtering should be much higher than that of difference dispersion scheme [29] [30] [31] . For internal grid points, a standard 2 -order filter with 2 + 1 grid nodes are usually adopted. This paper adopted 11-point and 11-order precision filter of central symmetry. Below was filter format:
wherein, referred to the value after function experienced filtering processing; stood for a coefficient related to ; was an adjustable parameter. was taken as a control variable. The dissipation degree of filtering format was adjusted through adjusting the size of . The value range of was [0, 0.5).
Numerically computational results and example analysis
Computation for the sound propagation of a circular cylinder in shear flow
The scattering of Gaussian pulse sound source around a cylinder had a theoretical analytical solution. Therefore, this model was used as the verification example of computational procedure of sound propagation of LEE to verify the correctness of the procedure.
Sound source model and computational grids
The computational model was a two-dimensional cylindrical model. The cylinder had a radius of = 10 m. The computational domain had a radius of = 100 m. In the case of obtaining a solution through numerical computation, 20 layers of grids were added as buffer zone around the periphery of computational domain so as to absorb sound wave in the far field. An observation point was arranged at the position of (0, 50). Gaussian pulse sound source was taken as sound source. The initial position of Gaussian pulse was (20, 0). As pulse sound source was adopted, the way of giving sound source was presented by initial conditions. At the initial moment, non-dimensional pulsating quantities of various physical quantities in LEE were as follows: 
Gridgen was used to generate grids, as shown in Fig. 2 . Two-dimensional grids were adopted. 401 grid points were arranged in the radial direction. 361 grid points were arranged in the circumferential direction. Radial grids around the cylinder surface were locally encrypted and gradually enlarged according to the scale factor of 1.05 times. Finally, there were 350954 elements and 387903 nodes in this model. The material is steel of the studied cylindrical model, so the Elastic Modulus is 2.1e11 Pa, the Poisson's ratio is 0.3, and the density is 7800 kg/m 3 . The medium is air, so the sound velocity is 340 m/s. 
Analysis on numerically computational results
Propagation computation of monopole sound source in shear flow
Sound source model and grid generation of acoustic computation
To observe the propagation of sound wave in the shear layer more clearly, this paper adopted monopole as sound source and computed its propagation process in the shear layer. Below was the model for monopole sound source used in this paper. was sound source term at the right end of LEE in Eq. (3):
wherein, , referred to the magnitude and frequency of pressure fluctuation; = ln 2 ⁄ was the half width of Gaussian function; was an adjustable parameter. Gridgen was used to generate grids, as shown in Fig. 5 . Two-dimensional structured grids were applied. Computational domain was ∈ [−100,100] and ∈ [−100,100]. 200 grid points were arranged in the and directions. Uniform grids were adopted. Grid spacing was 1 m. Fig. 6 displayed the contour for the distribution of Mach number under the background of a shear layer. Fig. 7 showed the contour for pressure fluctuation of monopole sound source obtained by the numerical simulation of LEE in the static atmospheric layer and shear layer. Through comparison, it could be seen that sound wave had refraction effect around the shear layer. Therefore, acoustic perturbation after refraction and acoustic perturbation produced by sound source formed very obvious interference fringes around the shear layer.
Analysis of numerical computational results
The shear layer had an impact on the propagation path of sound and the amplitude and frequency of sound pressure in the process of sound propagation. When sound wave was transmitted through the shear layer, it would cause refraction loss. In the meanwhile, sound ray diffused after going through the shear layer under the action of refraction. To keep energy conservation, sound energy was reduced in the unit area, which resulted in changes in the amplitude of sound pressure in the sound field. 
Sound source model and grid generation of acoustic computation
Engine tailpipe nozzle could be considered as a cylindrical pipe. Therefore, the computational method for the sound source of cylindrical pipe could be adopted to conduct numerical computation for the single mode and multi-mode sound propagation of engine tailpipe nozzle. The specific derivation of sound source under the mode of cylindrical pipe adopted in this paper was as follows:
From the sound theory of pipe, it could be seen that corresponding ( , ) secondary wave could be stimulated in the pipe when the excitation frequency of sound source was higher than some normal frequency , . Therefore, the first minimum normal frequency except for zero was called as the cut-off frequency of sound wave pipe, the cut-off frequency of pipe for short. If the frequency of sound source was lower than that of pipe, the only (0, 0) secondary wave could be transmitted in this pipe.
In the computation of sound propagation, sound source should be known. Therefore, sound source in the pipe should be expressed firstly before the computation of sound propagation. It was mainly a cylindrical pipe. In addition, suppose pipe wall was rigid, wave equation in three-dimensional rectangular coordinate was:
Below was the relationship between rectangular and cylindrical coordinates:
Laplace operator of the cylindrical coordinate could be expressed as:
Therefore, wave equation could be transformed into the following form:
′ = ( )Θ( ) ( )
. Wherein, was function about ; Θ referred to function about ; stood for function about ; represented sound velocity. After they were substituted into the transformed wave equation, three ordinary differential equations could be obtained as follows:
wherein, referred to wave number in the radial direction; stood for wave number in the circumferential direction; = ⁄ = + . For equation, traveling wave solution was obtained:
As the relationship of Θ( ) = Θ( + 2 ) should be satisfied, in the equation had to be a positive integer. For equation, = . The equation was transformed into:
It was a standard Bessel equation of m order, whose general solution could be expressed as the following form:
wherein, , was Bessel function; two coefficients including and could be solved by boundary and initial conditions. Finally, the non-dimensional sound pressure of pipe sound source could be expressed as follows:
wherein, referred to wave number in the radial direction. From the basic nature of sound wave, the pulsating quantity of velocity in the Cartesian coordinate system could be expressed as:
′, ′, ′ was used to represent the axial, radial and circumferential pulsating quantities of velocity of sound wave in the circular pipe. Then:
Gridgen was used to generate grids, as shown in Fig. 8 . Structured grids of two-dimensional multi-block joint were adopted. As sound source was defined in the duct, grids in the duct were locally encrypted. In addition, grids at the exit of duct were also encrypted locally due to the refraction effect of the shear layer at the exit of duct. As shown in Fig. 8 , quadrilateral elements were adopted to divide this model. Finally, there were 890923 elements and 930891 nodes in the 4753 computational model. = 1-4. referred to circumferential mode while n stood for radial mode. As displayed from Fig. 10 to Fig. 12 , the propagation of sound inside the duct was regular to some degree in the single mode and a little disorderly in the multi-mode situation. Without the shear layer, sound wave was mainly transmitted along the flow direction at the exit of duct. When there was a strong shear layer in the flow field, the energy amplitude and especially propagation direction of sound wave would see some changes at the exit of duct. For plane wave, the refraction effect of the shear layer was the most obvious. The existence of the shear layer led to the upper and lower deviation of sound wave transmitted to the right side. In addition, pressure contour lines were uniformly spaced vertical lines within the range of ∈ (0,2) for plane wave and the single pipe mode. As the inner wall of air inlet was approximately horizontal here, sound wave seemed to be transmitted in the circular pipe without shear flow. After entering the air inlet, sound wave was mainly transmitted along the positive direction of axis. Inside the air inlet and in the area of open boundary near the left side, intervals between wave peaks were very uniform and exactly equal to non-dimensional wavelengths. Fig. 15 displayed the computational result of sound pressure level of sound source in the multi-pipe mode = 4, = 1-4. As displayed from Fig. 12 to Fig. 15 , sound pressure levels were uniform inside the duct and showed slight changes only in the multi-pipe mode. Outside the duct, sound pressure levels were obviously and unevenly distributed. For the single pipe mode, the direction of sound radiation was rather centralized; for the multi-pipe mode, the radiation of sound radiation was rather dispersive. In addition, the dispersive-ness of sound radiation became stronger and stronger with the increasing number of pipe modes. In addition to this, it could also be found that the shear layer at the exit of duct mainly led to the upward deviation of sound radiation. For plane wave, the deviation effect was particularly obvious. In addition, the existence of the shear layer reduced the dispersion characteristics of sound source in the pipe mode in the direction of sound radiation outside the pipe because the viscosity of the shear layer could attenuate energy in the process of sound propagation. Fig. 16 displayed the directivity patterns of sound with and without the shear layer in different pipe modes. It was clear that the radiation direction of sound wave was mainly between 0° and 30° without the shear layer and between 50° and 80° with the shear layer for single pipe mode = 0, = 0 (namely plane wave). For the single pipe mode = 4, = 1, the change rule in the direction of sound radiation was similar to that of plane wave. However, sound pressure level sharply increased from 0 to 92 dB between 0° and 10°. For the multi-pipe mode = 4, = 1-4, the radiation direction of sound wave was mainly between 20° and 40° and had obvious dispersion effect between 60° and 120° without the shear layer. Namely, sound directivity was distributed like a petal. Fig. 15(a) also showed that the contour for sound pressure level had many obvious dispersion effects between 60° and 120°. When there was a shear layer, the radiation direction of sound wave was mainly around 60°. In addition, there was no obvious dispersion effect between 60° and 120°. Fig. 15(b) also showed obvious sound directivity in the direction of 60° and weak sound directivity at other angles. 
Conclusions
This paper verified the correctness of numerical simulation method through solving linearized Euler equations and verification example. Based on the verified model, this paper analyzed the propagation mechanism of aerodynamic noises in the shear layer through computing the propagation of monopole sound source and the propagation of different modes of sound sources of engine duct, studied the impact of shear flow on sound propagation and obtained the following conclusions:
1) The treatment for aero-acoustics with space-time and high-precision dispersion scheme, nonreflecting boundary condition and numerical filtering in this paper could satisfy the requirements of computational aero-acoustics and obtain reasonable numerically computational results.
2) The shear layer had an impact on the propagation path of sound and the amplitude of sound pressure in the process of sound propagation. When sound wave was transmitted in the shear layer, it would cause refraction loss. In the meanwhile, sound ray diffused after going through the shear layer under the action of refraction. To keep energy conservation, sound energy was reduced in the unit area, which thus resulted in changes in the amplitude of sound pressure in the sound field.
3) For different modes of pipe sound sources, the shear layer would produce different refraction effects. For plane wave, the refraction effect produced by the shear layer was the most obvious.
4) For the single pipe mode, the radiation of sound radiation was rather centralized; for the multi-pipe mode, the radiation of sound radiation was rather dispersive. In addition, the dispersiveness of sound radiation became stronger and stronger with the increasing number of pipe modes. Namely, the directivity pattern of sound seemed to be a petal. The existence of the shear layer would reduce the dispersion effect of multi-pipe modes in the direction of sound radiation. 5) Sound propagation was affected by non-uniform flow to a large extent. When the noise problem caused by turbulent flow was numerically studied, therefore, the impact of such non-uniform shear flow should be taken seriously so as to obtain correct results.
